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Abstract
Background: Self-diagnosis is the process of diagnosing or identifying a medical condition in oneself. Artificially intelligent
digital platforms for self-diagnosis are becoming widely available and are used by the general public; however, little is known
about the body of knowledge surrounding this technology.
Objective: The objectives of this scoping review were to (1) systematically map the extent and nature of the literature and topic
areas pertaining to digital platforms that use computerized algorithms to provide users with a list of potential diagnoses and (2)
identify key knowledge gaps.
Methods: The following databases were searched: PubMed (Medline), Scopus, Association for Computing Machinery Digital
Library, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Google Scholar, Open Grey, and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses.
The search strategy was developed and refined with the assistance of a librarian and consisted of 3 main concepts: (1) self-diagnosis;
(2) digital platforms; and (3) public or patients. The search generated 2536 articles from which 217 were duplicates. Following
the Tricco et al 2018 checklist, 2 researchers screened the titles and abstracts (n=2316) and full texts (n=104), independently. A
total of 19 articles were included for review, and data were retrieved following a data-charting form that was pretested by the
research team.
Results: The included articles were mainly conducted in the United States (n=10) or the United Kingdom (n=4). Among the
articles, topic areas included accuracy or correspondence with a doctor’s diagnosis (n=6), commentaries (n=2), regulation (n=3),
sociological (n=2), user experience (n=2), theoretical (n=1), privacy and security (n=1), ethical (n=1), and design (n=1). Individuals
who do not have access to health care and perceive to have a stigmatizing condition are more likely to use this technology. The
accuracy of this technology varied substantially based on the disease examined and platform used. Women and those with higher
education were more likely to choose the right diagnosis out of the potential list of diagnoses. Regulation of this technology is
lacking in most parts of the world; however, they are currently under development.
Conclusions: There are prominent research gaps in the literature surrounding the use of artificially intelligent self-diagnosing
digital platforms. Given the variety of digital platforms and the wide array of diseases they cover, measuring accuracy is
cumbersome. More research is needed to understand the user experience and inform regulations.
(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(2):e13445) doi:10.2196/13445
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Introduction

Methods

Background

Eligibility Criteria

Researching health information on the internet has become
common practice by the general public [1-3]. Those who do not
have access to health care services are more likely to use the
internet for health information [4]. In some cases, browsing the
internet for health information can have certain benefits such
as improving health outcomes by increasing the availability of
information, providing social support, and improving
self-efficacy [5,6]. However, potential negative consequences
still exist; the information may not be reliable, and the individual
seeking information may have low health literacy [6]. For
example, an individual may not be able to critically analyze the
health information and assess the applicability of the information
to their case, which could result in detrimental effects on their
health [6]. Therefore, health information widely circulated on
the internet should be interpreted with caution [7].

In this review, self-diagnosing digital platforms were defined
as platforms that utilize algorithms to provide a list of potential
diagnoses to the user based on the medical information and
symptoms provided. Although this scoping review does not
entail quality assessment, it follows a sound methodological
approach to map out the results in a concise manner for
knowledge users. This scoping review follows the 2018 checklist
developed by Tricco et al [19] for reporting scoping reviews.
Ethics approval was not required.

Significant technological advances have resulted in the rise of
more sophisticated digital health platforms, which could
potentially mitigate this issue, especially those involving
artificial intelligence (AI). Interest in AI appears to be relatively
recent; however, the term dates back to the 1950s and is
described as the theory and development of computer systems
that can perform tasks that would normally require human
intelligence [8,9]. Notably, AI has become incorporated in
computerized diagnostic decision support systems, which were
initially developed for health professionals. These platforms
have now become readily available to the general public and
are known as self-diagnosing apps or symptom checkers, which
include the Mayo Clinic symptom checker, Babylon Health,
the Ada health app, and the K Health app. On the basis of the
medical information and symptoms provided by an individual,
these digital platforms perform 2 main functions: (1) provide
individuals with a list of potential diagnoses and (2) assist with
triage [10]. While the accuracy of symptom checkers is still
under question [11,12], this technology has been gaining traction
globally [13,14] owing to its potential in addressing the lack of
access to primary care providers (PCPs) and unnecessary
medical visits—prominent issues in Canada and most parts of
the world [15-18].

Objectives
Although accuracy is important to consider, it is of equal
importance to understand the overall body of knowledge that
surrounds this technology, including legal and ethical
implications and user experiences. In light of this, it is
imperative to systematically map the literature available on
artificially intelligent self-diagnosing digital platforms to identify
the areas of research pertaining to this topic and to outline the
key gaps in knowledge. This information can support the
growing interest in leveraging AI technology in health care
systems. As such, this scoping review aimed to answer the
following question: What is known about the use of artificially
intelligent self-diagnosing digital platforms by the general public
and what are the main knowledge gaps in the literature?
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The 3 main overarching concepts that guided this search were
(1) self-diagnosis; (2) digital platforms; and (3) public or
patients. Given the relatively new emergence of this technology
and its use by the general public, the search was not limited by
a publication date. Articles that were included in the review
were those that (1) pertained to the use of self-diagnosing digital
platforms by the lay public or patients and (2) were written in
English or French. Exclusion criteria were articles that (1)
focused on the use of self-diagnosing AI technology by health
professionals; (2) described the back-end development of a
self-diagnosing platform (eg, neural networks and architecture);
(3) focused on digital health platforms that provide general
health information, advice for disease management or triage;
(4) focused on a tool that entails a validated questionnaire rather
than an algorithm; and/or (5) examined test kits or digital
platforms requiring an image upload. To allow for a wide array
of results to be included, quantitative, qualitative, and
mixed-methods studies or reports were eligible for inclusion.

Information Sources and Search
This scoping review systematically searched citation databases
and the gray literature for relevant published and unpublished
articles. The citation databases included PubMed (Medline),
Scopus, Association for Computing Machinery Digital Library,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and Google
Scholar. To supplement the gray literature retrieved through
Google Scholar [20], OpenGrey and ProQuest Dissertations
and Theses were also searched. The final search strategy for
each data source was defined and refined with the assistance of
a librarian (Rebecca Hutchinson, University of Waterloo) and
was finalized on November 19, 2018. The final search strategy
for PubMed (Medline) can be found in Multimedia Appendix
1. The final search results were exported into RefWorks for
screening.

Selection of Sources of Evidence
Once duplicates were removed in RefWorks, the screening
process was conducted independently by 2 researchers (SA and
RHL). The decision tree in Figure 1 was used as a guide to
screen titles and abstracts (or executive summaries for reports
and commentaries). Articles that were extracted from the title
and abstract screening stage were read in their entirety (full-text
review). For the full-text screening step, 2 researchers (SA and
RHL) screened the same 30 articles to assess inter-rater
reliability. Any uncertainty and disagreements were discussed
and resolved through consensus. Following full-text review, the
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Similarly, for any review paper screened at the full-text review
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stage, references were screened for potentially relevant articles
meeting the inclusion criteria.

Figure 1. Decision tree for assessing article eligibility.

Data Charting Process
Once the final number of articles was determined, a scan through
these articles allowed the research team to gain a high-level
understanding of the topics of interest in which self-diagnosing
digital platforms were being examined (eg, accuracy and
regulatory concerns). This allowed for the development of a
data-charting form that captured all the relevant information,
irrespective of the article type (eg, clinical trial or a qualitative
study on user experience). The data-charting form was pretested
with the same 5 articles to assess consistency. No changes were
made to the form following this exercise.

Data Extraction
The variables collected through the data-charting form included
the following: country, year of publication, main objective, the
main area of study (eg, clinical, legal, and ethical), study design,
data sources used (if any), target population (if any), sample
size and sample characteristics (if any), methods/statistical
analyses (if applicable), main findings, and study limitations (if
applicable).

Synthesis of Results
Scoping reviews provide knowledge users with a concise
overview on the literature available on a given topic of interest
http://medinform.jmir.org/2019/2/e13445/
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[21]. Given the heterogeneity of the studies included in this
review, studies were grouped based on a specific area of study.
A concept map was used to illustrate the breadth of studies
surrounding self-diagnosing AI technology. Tables were used
to provide an overview on the types of articles found in the
literature and the data extracted from each article. A thematic
synthesis was used to outline the knowledge gaps in the literature
and other key considerations.

Results
Selection of Sources of Evidence
Figure 2 depicts the flow chart, which illustrates the selection
process at each screening step. Our search identified a total of
2536 from which 217 were duplicates. In addition, 2 researchers
independently screened the titles and abstracts of 2316 articles
from which 2229 were excluded based on relevance and
eligibility criteria. A total of 104 full-text articles were retrieved
and assessed for eligibility. Of these, 76 articles were excluded
for the following reasons: described the back-end development
of the digital platform or the algorithm, examined the use of
digitized questionnaires rather than algorithm-based digital
platforms, the digital platform required the input of health
professionals, provided the risk of disease, monitored symptoms,
JMIR Med Inform 2019 | vol. 7 | iss. 2 | e13445 | p.3
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technology designed for health professionals, not in scope, and
did not provide enough data or information. We excluded 12
additional articles because we were unable to retrieve them.
Through reference screening of the included articles, we
identified 17 potentially relevant articles from which 3 articles
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were included in the review. A total of 19 articles were
considered eligible for this review. Inter-rater reliability was
assessed at the full-text stage which resulted in a score of 0.82,
an almost perfect agreement score, between the 2 reviewers (SA
and RHL) [22,23].

Figure 2. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flowchart of included articles. ACM DL: Association for Computing
Machinery Digital Library; IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

Characteristics of Sources of Evidence
The concept map in Figure 3 provides an illustrative overview
of the main topic areas surrounding the use of artificially
intelligent self-diagnosing digital platforms by the general
public. The articles were mainly conducted in the United States
(n=10) or the United Kingdom (n=4). In total, 2 of the articles
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were commentaries and the rest focused on the following areas:
accuracy or correspondence with a doctor’s diagnosis,
regulation, sociological perspectives, experience, theory, privacy
and security, ethics, and design. The concept map also outlines
the main themes that emerged from the articles and the health
conditions examined.
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Figure 3. Concept map of the literature surrounding the use of artificially intelligent self-diagnosing digital platforms by the general public. DCM:
degenerative cervical myelopathy; ENT: ear, nose, and throat; FDA: Food and Drug Administration; HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act; NHS: National Health Service.

Results of Individual Sources of Evidence
Multimedia Appendix 2 provides an overview of all included
articles and outlines the following variables: the article type,
topic area examined, main objective, and main findings [24-42].
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Synthesis of Results
Table 1 provides additional information on studies that entailed
participant recruitment to answer their research question. These
articles tended to focus on accuracy of the digital platform or
user experience.
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Table 1. Synthesis of results of studies with participants.
First author, year,
reference, country

Sample size
(n)

Target population

Data collection

Digital platforms
used

Methods

Bisson, 2014 [26],
United States

572

Individuals with knee pain

Primary data collection from A Web-based propatients and electronic med- gram developed by
ical records (EMRs)
the research team

Sensitivity and specificity of
the program’s ability to provide a correct diagnosis for
knee pain was tested, out of
a possible 21 conditions in
which the algorithm was
trained to diagnose

Bisson, 2016 [27],
United States

328

Individuals with knee pain

Primary data collection from A Web-based propatients and EMRs
gram developed by
the research team

Sensitivity and specificity
were calculated

Copeland, 2018
[29], United States

13

Users who tested the protocol (specifics not provided)

Primary data collection using the System Usability
Scale and the Usability
Metric for User Experience

Farmer, 2011 [32],
United Kingdom

61

Patients coming in to the
Primary data collected from Boots WebMD
Ear, Nose, Throat surgeon’s patients over 1 month
Symptom
office

Not provided

Hageman, 2014
[33], United States

86

Patients coming in to an
outpatient hand and upper
extremity surgeon’s office

The Pearson chi-square test
was used to determine the
level of correspondence of
the provided diagnosis by
the diagnostic application
and the final diagnosis of the
physician

Prototype developed Descriptive statistics
by the research team

Primary data collection from WebMD Symptom
patients and physicians
Checker

Lanseng, 2007 [36], 160
Norway

Individuals between the ages Primary data collection usof 18 and 65 years
ing the Technology Readiness Survey (TRI)

N/Aa

A survey with an internet‐
based medical self‐diagnosis
application as the focal
technology was conducted;
The research hypotheses
were tested by completing a
scenario and then followingup with a questionnaire

Luger, 2014 [37],
United States

79

Older adults (aged 50 years
or older)

Primary data collection of
think-aloud protocols

WebMD Symptom
Checker

Participants received one of
2 vignettes that depicted
symptoms of illness. Participants talked out loud about
their thoughts and actions
while attempting to diagnose
the symptoms with and
without the help of common
internet tools (Google and
WebMD’s Symptom
Checker); Think-aloud content of participants was then
compared with those who
were accurate in their diagnosis versus those who were
not.

Powley, 2016 [40],
United Kingdom

34

Consecutive patients with
newly presenting clinically
apparent synovitis or a new
onset of symptoms consistent with inflammatory
arthritis

Primary data collection from National Health Serpatients
vice (NHS) and
WebMD Symptom
Checkers

Patients were asked questions about their internet use
in relation to their presenting
symptoms. Subsequently,
they completed the NHS and
the WebMD symptom
checkers and their answers
as well as outcomes were
recorded.

a

Not applicable.
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Discussion

level of experience with technology. This will ensure that a high
proportion of users will end up choosing the right diagnosis.

Summary of Evidence and Knowledge Gaps

Along with the importance of accuracy in self-diagnosing
applications, there also needs to be guidance on how these
platforms should be regulated. Although regulations related to
self-diagnosing AI technologies should focus on patient safety
as well as privacy and security, they should not hinder
innovation in this area; rather, they should allow innovative
advancements that are safe and improve access to timely
diagnosis. Overall, more knowledge is needed on how different
types of users interact with this technology and how its use can
impact the PCP-patient relationship. There is also a need for
clarity on data management shared by users. Ethical concerns
surrounding the digital economy is a main area of concern, and
there is currently a debate surrounding the trade-offs pertaining
to the use of these platforms.

In this scoping review, 19 articles were included that examined
artificially intelligent self-diagnosing digital platforms from
various perspectives. Despite the popularity and accessibility
of self-diagnosing AI technology by the public, it is noteworthy
that research examining the accuracy of these platforms is
limited. As such, it is unclear whether these platforms hinder
or improve the health of users. Although some argue that the
use of this technology may cause an individual to delay seeking
care, it is important to recognize that delayed diagnoses are
prevalent even without the use of this technology [40,42,43].
Many factors contribute to a delayed diagnosis with the
top-ranked issues being poor communication between secondary
and primary care, a mismatch between patients’ medical needs
and health care supply, and a lack of access or use of health
services [42,44]. For example, Behrbalk et al found that the
average time delay from initiation of symptoms to the diagnosis
of cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM) was 2.2 (SD 2.3)
years [43]. Although symptom checkers can potentially address
delayed diagnoses, a review showed that this technology was
suboptimal in diagnosing CSM [30].
Moreover, these platforms generally provide a list of potential
diagnoses rather than a single diagnosis. In this case, the user
must decide which condition describes their current state best.
The likelihood of a user to accurately choose the right diagnosis
is associated with the sociodemographic profile/variables of a
user, such as education and gender [33]. For example, women
and those with higher education were more likely to choose the
correct diagnosis [33]. Therefore, although having a timely
diagnosis is important, it may be counterproductive if the user
considers the wrong treatment options owing to a misdiagnosis.
Moreover, the patient may still require a visit to a PCP to receive
treatment or a prescription. Issues may arise if patients already
have a diagnosis in mind when visiting their PCP as it could
translate into disagreements regarding their condition.
This scoping review suggests that there are prominent
knowledge gaps in the literature; as such, a systematic review
may not be worthwhile on this topic. Rather, concerted efforts
are needed in producing research in this area related to accuracy,
user experience, regulation, doctor-patient relationship, PCP
perspectives, and ethics. Specifically, extensive research is
needed in evaluating the accuracy of this technology while
accounting for the fact that some platforms are designed for a
wide area of conditions and others are specialized—as such,
these platforms need to be evaluated accordingly. It is also
important to distinguish the difference between accuracy and
correspondence with a PCP’s diagnosis as PCPs may
misdiagnose or miss a diagnosis [45-47]. Importantly, when
developing self-diagnosing AI digital platforms, it is important
to test them on users with a wide range of backgrounds and
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Limitations
Some limitations of this scoping review warrant mention.
Artificially intelligent self-diagnosing platforms that require
individuals to upload an image or a scan were excluded from
the review. Test kits or platforms that would require the user to
perform medical tests were also excluded. Our scoping review’s
focus was on platforms that required the least amount of effort
from the user (ie, simply entering their symptoms into the
platform to obtain potential diagnoses). It is also possible that
some potentially relevant articles were missed because they
could not be retrieved. To counteract this limitation, the authors
systematically reviewed the references of relevant articles and
held multiple meetings to assess consistency and to discuss any
discrepancies in the screening process.

Conclusions
Given self-diagnosing AI technology’s potential, it is worth
understanding how it can be leveraged by health care systems
to reduce costs and unnecessary medical visits. This scoping
review aimed to map the literature surrounding the use of
artificially intelligent self-diagnosing platforms. Given the
direct-to-consumer approach of these platforms, it is worrisome
that only a few studies have focused on the use of this
technology. It is important that future research and resources
are directed to understanding the accuracy and regulation of
self-diagnosing AI digital platforms. These regulations may
take different forms such as creating an application library which
includes a list of platforms that have been deemed safe and
provide highly accurate diagnoses from a credible health agency
or organization. It should be noted that patient engagement is
necessary in the development of these platforms to ensure that
they allow a high proportion of individuals—irrespective of
gender and education—to choose the right diagnosis.
Importantly, user experience is crucial to consider as the public
may be skeptical of this technology.
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